Workshare Powered by the Microsoft Azure Cloud
Platform Offers Innovative File Comparison,
Protection, and Secure Document Sharing Solution
MICROSOFT AZURE SOLUTION BUILDER PROFILE: WORKSHARE
Workshare’s innovative, intelligent platform empowers professionals to compare, protect, and share high stakes documents on any
device. Content owners can accurately track and compare amendments made by all contributors. Businesses have secure ways to work
collaboratively and control the process of constant change using Workshare technology.

WHAT WE OFFER

Since going to market with
DeltaView technology,
Workshare has honed and
perfected file comparison
software. Workshare
accurately identifies and
highlights changes to Word,
PDF and PowerPoint files,
no matter how large the file
or complex the content.
Azure VM Scale Sets ensure
resources exist to meet
user demands.

Workshare cleans files of
metadata so sensitive
content isn’t inadvertently
shared by customers.
Workshare can apply a
firm’s security policies, and
our metadata engines crawl
the content of files,
automatically removing
sensitive data before
sharing occurs. Azure
Advisor ensures our
infrastructure is always
protected.

Secure file sharing with
Workshare enables true
online collaboration.
Customers can organize
files in groups and folders,
inviting others with secure
access. Users can take files
through structured reviews
until the perfect final
version is delivered, as
comparison technology is
built in. The global scale of
Azure delivers access to
users anytime, anywhere.

Workshare Transact
enables lawyers to run
transactions effectively and
productively. Online
workspaces are created
based on a deal checklists
that would previously have
been created in Word or
Excel. Hosted and powered
by Azure IaaS, Workshare
offers the efficiency to
manage deal checklists and
deliver closing binders
within hours of deal closing.

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING
“Being able to offer world-class tools from Workshare, which help the team save time and get up to speed, is a great benefit to joining
our firm.” – David Bullock, Director of IT, Ward Hadaway

LEARN MORE
For more on our innovative solutions, email sales@workshare.com or visit www.workshare.com.
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Go-To-Market Services

Microsoft Azure

KEY USE CASES
WEB APPLICATIONS
Build anything from lightweight websites
to multi-tier cloud services that scale up as
your traffic grows.
CLOUD STORAGE
Rely on geo-redundant cloud storage for
backup, archiving, and disaster recovery.
BIG DATA & HPC
Get actionable insights from your data by
taking advantage of a fully compatible
enterprise-ready Hadoop service.
MOBILE
Accelerate your mobile app development
by using a backend hosted on Microsoft
Azure. Scale instantly as your install base
grows.
MEDIA
Create, manage, and distribute media in
the cloud – everything from encoding to
content protection to streaming and
analytics support.

Microsoft Azure is an open and flexible cloud platform that enables you
to quickly build, deploy, scale, and manage applications across a global
network of Microsoft data centers. You can build applications using
multiple languages, tools, and frameworks.

FLEXIBLE APPLICATION MODEL
Microsoft Azure provides a rich set of application services, including SDKs, caching,
messaging, and identity. You can write applications in .NET, PHP, Java, node.js, Python,
Ruby, or using open REST protocols. This is all part of Microsoft’s promise to let you
build using any language, tool, or framework.
ALWAYS ON, ALWAYS HERE
Build resilient applications with automatic operating system and service updating,
built-in network load balancing, and geo-redundant storage. Microsoft Azure also
proudly delivers a 99.95% monthly SLA. You can rely on decades of experience in data
center operations and trust that everything Microsoft Azure offers is backed by
industry certifications for security and compliance.
DATA CENTER WITHOUT BOUNDARIES
Microsoft Azure makes it easy for you to integrate your on-premises IT environment
with the public cloud. Migrate your virtual machines to Microsoft Azure without the
need to convert them to a different format. Use the robust messaging and networking
capabilities in Microsoft Azure to deliver hybrid solutions, and then manage your
hybrid applications from a single console with Microsoft System Center.
GLOBAL REACH
With data centers around the globe, a massive investment in data center innovation,
and a worldwide Content Delivery Network, you can build applications that provide
the best experience for users, wherever they are.
Learn more: www.microsoftazure.com
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